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Proper formulation of diet programs for horses depends on adequate understanding of their nutrient
requirements. This brand-new edition features a detailed overview of scientific literature, summarizing all
the latest information, and a new set of requirements predicated on revised data. A great deal of new details
has been accumulated since the publication 17 years back of the last edition of Nutrient Requirements of
Horses. These requirements rely on the breed and age of the equine and whether it is working out, pregnant,
or lactating. Also included is updated details on the composition of feeds, feed additives, and other
compounds routinely fed to horses. Professors who instruct graduate courses in animal nutrition will see
Nutrient Requirements of Horses beneficial as a textbook. nevertheless, individual equine owners and
managers will also find some of this material useful. Designed primarily as a reference, both practical and
technical, Nutrient Requirements of Horses is supposed to make sure that the diet programs of horses and
various other equids contain adequate levels of nutrients and that the intakes of specific nutrients are not so
extreme that they inhibit overall performance or impair health. This book is mainly intended for pet
nutritionists, veterinarians, and additional researchers; Nutrient Requirements of Horses also contains
information on several dietary and metabolic illnesses that horses frequently have. The consequences of
physiological factors, such as exercise, and environmental factors, such as temperature and humidity, are
protected, as well.
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Science and truth -- for the serious equine nutritionist I am upgrading my own nutritional Excel sheet to
judge and stability my horses' diets, which I've done for the past few years. This book is amazing -- helps
you understand what each nutrient does and provides both a web link to an online device and the formulas
behind it. Great book The bible of equine nutrition. Perfectly written, a lot of detail, and a lot of thought has
gone into this publication. A heavy read -- think college textbook -- but really worth the investment. Buy
this if you own horses or lease horses or actually feed horses I love this reserve I have been studying horses
and wanting to know everything abt horses since i actually was youthful. Every owner, trainer, stable
manager and veterinarian should own a copy. Five Stars excellent love it Fantastic information for any horse
owner! It really is assisting me along with my equine nutritional studies. So far I am loving this reserve. If
you are seriously interested in your horse's wellness, this is the book. It provides the basic guidelines for just
about any nutrition course or details .. But it's so full of detail, it's been ideal for my course.However it is a
LOT of detail, with formula's etc.. Five Stars Good product.Whether or not you're studying, this might be a
good reserve for you personally. some maths is required. Four Stars Pretty helpful. Four Stars Superb timing
and product. The final word in equine nourishment. If you want to learn more abt nourishment for horses
then fet this reserve its worth it.
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